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Photonic infrared detectors have witnessed three generations of development since their first reports in 
1950s-60s. The detectors have evolved from single element to linear to large format 2D arrays. In this talk 
we will discuss a vision for the fourth generation of infrared detectors that incorporate on demand 
functionality like gain, color, polarization at the pixel level. A low noise linear mode avalanche photodiodes 
(LmAPDs) is a critically enabling component for eye-safe long range LiDAR and remote sensing applications.  
Unlike PIN diodes, APDs provide internal gain that can lead to increased signal to noise ratio and suppress 
downstream circuit noise. The highest performing infrared APDs are based on interband transitions in 
mercury cadmium telluride (MCT, HgCdTe). Commercial APDs use an InGaAs absorber with an InAlAs or InP 
multipliers. We are investigating two antimonide based multipliers, AlGaAsSb and AlInAsSb, on InP 
substrates. We have recently demonstrated separate absorber charge and multiplier (SACM) APDs using an 
InGaAs/GaAsSb Type-II superlattice absorber and an AlGaAsSb multiplieri. We will discuss the technical 
challenges associated with the design, growth, fabrication and test of these LmAPDs and the potential for 
the development of these critical APD arrays for longer wavelengths.  

 
Fig. 1 (a) Equivalent quantum efficiency of extended short wave infrared SWIR SACM APD at various applied 
biases, and (b) extracted gain from EQE at 2 µm compared to the gain obtained by photocurrent under 940 
nm laser illumination as a function of reverse bias. (c) Measured excess noise as a function of gain with 
other emerging III-V-based APDs 
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